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Abstract—In the case of multiple fringes and complex frequency
measurements, the frequency of the output signal changes rapidly
when the vibration changes and frequency breakdown takes place
at the turning point. For a particular vibration signature containing many frequency components at different time intervals, it is
often difficult to trace the direction of the vibration as well as individual frequency peaks. In such cases, advanced signal-processing
scheme is necessary to decode the vibration signature. This paper
investigates the data interrogation technique for multifrequency
and complex signals of surface vibration obtained from an extrinsic Fabry–Pérot interferometric sensor.
In this paper, wavelet transform (WT)-based signal processing
methodology has been employed to count of optical fringes with
special reference to signals having subfringes. A WT-based tool has
also been developed for unambiguous identification of frequency
components from a nonsinusoidal vibration. The results of such
WT-based analyses are presented, and merits as well as demerits
of the proposed methods are discussed.
Index Terms—Extrinsic Fabry–Pérot interferometer (EFPI),
fiber-optic vibration sensor, multifrequency vibration analysis,
wavelet transform (WT).

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

NOTABLE branch of rapidly developing photonics technology is the application of the Interferometric sensor
using an optical fiber. These sensors have proved to be more
sensitive than their electrical counterparts by several orders of
magnitude [1]. For automatic monitoring of extended surfaces
in real time without contact or perturbation, Fabry–Pérot interferometric (FPI) schemes in fiber optics are being established
as versatile tools for fast and sensitive vibration analysis, which
can also be combined with fiber-optic signal transmission
for rugged performance in harsh engineering environments
[2]–[13]. However, these sensors suffer from limitations in sigManuscript received September 15, 2004; revised February 11, 2006.
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Fig. 1.

Light rays perpendicular to the mirrors in an FP cavity.

nal demodulation caused by phase ambiguity when the output
phase difference exceeds one fringe period and in complex
fringe counting in the case of multiple fringes.
It is well known that the difficulty of extracting the original
displacement-versus-time characteristic from an interferometric sensor signal spanning multiple fringes is considerably
higher when more than one frequency are present simultaneously. The measurement data reported in earlier papers
[10]–[12] clearly show how difficult it would be to distinguish
fringes on the basis of their amplitudes only. These reported
traces are relatively simple and repetitive because of the presence of only one frequency in the displacement signal, which
makes it easy to determine the turning points, at least, by visual
examination. A real-world signal containing many frequency
components would be much more difficult to interpret. Such
multiple frequency signals have been analyzed in this paper,
as it is thought to be necessary to make the sensor work satisfactorily in the real world. In such situations, multiresolution
analysis using the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) has
been carried out for complex and multiple fringe sensor signals
by which the specific frequency components can be traced out.
The CWT is a method of analysis that produces an output
function of two variables, i.e., 1) time and 2) scale. Thus, CWT
presents an image of the frequency-versus-time characteristics
of signals. It is a qualitative tool for investigating nonstationary
and time-dependent signal analysis [14].
The extrinsic FPI (EFPI), which is an extension of the
classical technique, is attracting a great deal of interest in recent
years. In the monitoring of extended surfaces, the EFPI cavity
has been used to generate an optical interference signal between
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Schematic of a reflective EFPI sensor connected with one fiber and measurement system [12].

two parallel highly reflective surfaces separated by a variable
distance. The design and fabrication of an EFPI sensor, as
well as the surface vibration captured from those fiber-optic
sensors, have been reported by one of the authors in earlier
communications [9]–[13], giving a working range of vibration
up to 13.26 µm. In a recent communication [15], analysis of
the sensor performance has been studied with the help of WTbased signal processing for the reduction of noise, identification
of the frequency breakdown points of the signals, and by
counting of the number of optical fringes after identification of
the frequency breakdown points. It is a novel signal-decoding
technique based on WT of optical data extracted from a noncontact vibration sensor using EFPI implemented using a singlemode fiber.
This paper, at first, presents new results for the reduction
of noise from optical signals, identification of the frequency
breakdown points, and counting of the number of optical
fringes of signals that contain subfringes. It is followed by an
investigation of the data interrogation technique for complex
signals of surface vibration containing more than one sinusoidal
component having different frequencies, as obtained from the
FPI sensor designed and presented by one of the authors in an
earlier work. Such signals having superimposed multiple frequency components are equivalent to nonsinusoidal vibrations.
Thus, this paper demonstrates the method of analysis of EFPI
output for nonsinusoidal vibration.

II. P RINCIPLE OF O PERATION OF EFPI
V IBRATION S ENSOR
The principle and design of a few configurations of FPI
sensors using single-mode fiber have been reviewed in a reported paper [13]. The FP cavity is also the most convenient

interferometric configuration as it is simply formed by the space
between two typically parallel mirror surfaces (Fig. 1).
A monochromatic wave of free-space wavelength λ0 is
reflected within an FPI defined by two parallel mirror surfaces
forming the FP cavity. The round-trip phase lag φ within such
a cavity is given by [16], [17]
ϕ=

4πnd
2π(2nd cos θ)
=
λ0
λ0

(1)

where n is the refractive index of the medium between the
mirrors, d is the mirror separation, θ is the angle of incidence,
and λ0 is the propagating wavelength. If the cavity is air-filled
(n = 1) and the incident illumination is normal, then θ = 0.
With the help of the plane-wave approximation to the interference of superimposed signals from a two-wave interferometer
[2], [7], the reflected intensity IR from the FPI can be written as
IR = |U1 + U2 |2 = A21 + A22 + 2A1 A2 cos (φ1 − φ2 )

(2)

where U1 and U2 are, respectively, the complex amplitudes for
the reflected reference, A1 and A2 are the amplitudes of the
reflected signals from two mirrors R1 and R2 , and φ1 and φ2
are their corresponding phase lags. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer
to the reference and sensing signals of the FPI, respectively.
The static input mirror of the cavity provides the reference
signal, whereas the second mirror, which is attached to the
vibrating surface under test, provides the phase-modulated
sensing signal.
The sensor system, as shown in Fig. 2 [12], incorporates
illumination from a laser diode, gradient-index rod (GRIN)
lens-based launch optics, and a 3-dB directional coupler. The
focusing characteristics of the GRIN lens and recollection by
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Fig. 3. (a) Real-time signal of the sensor to 1.86-kHz excitation that has
multiple fringes along with subfringes (6.52 fringes), resulting in a vibration
amplitude of 2.54 µm. (b) Denoised signal [15].

the single-mode coupler fiber influence detection of interfering
light from the FP cavity. Due to the vibration of mirror 2, the
optical path difference (OPD) changes in the parallel direction
and the intensity of the light cycles at wavelength λ0 , which
produces a sine wave oscillation.
The propagating path length of optical signals l between two
reflectors is equal to 2d (Fig. 2). For a two-wave interferometer,
its output intensity I can be expressed as [1], [7]
I = I0 (1 + V cos ϕ)

(3)

where I0 is the average fringe intensity, and V is the fringe
visibility. For a path length l, ϕ can be expressed as
ϕ=

2πnl
λ0

(4)

where n is the refractive index within the cavity of the EFPI.
The fringe visibility due to optical interference is the difference in intensities of the wave crests and troughs. In a
perfectly coherent light beam, the fringe visibility is unity even
if the OPD is long. At the output signal, one optical fringe
is equivalent to a change in OPD of one wavelength, and the
equivalent displacement recorded by a reflective FPI sensor in
air (n = 1) is one-half wavelength. The movement D of the test
surface is therefore given by [7]
D=

N λ0
2

(5)

where N is the number of optical fringes, and λ0 is the
wavelength of laser light.
III. CWT
The work on signal demodulation technique using various
algorithms in EFPI system for interferometric response is important nowadays. Several demodulation techniques have been
reported to retrieve the cavity length, such as the peak-to-peak
method in the wavelength domain, the discrete gap transform

Fig. 4. (a) Real-time signal of the sensor to 1.18-kHz excitation that has
integer-multiple fringes (30 fringes) resulting a vibration amplitude of 11.7 µm.
(b) Determination of point of reflection.

method in the spatial frequency domain, as well as the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) method. FFT can make out whether
a particular frequency component exists in a signal, but it is
unable to provide information on time and frequency simultaneously, and thus, it is not suitable for the signals having timevarying frequency, i.e., nonstationary signals. CWT is a suitable
method of analysis for nonstationary EFPI sensor signal and
has been recently explored to retrieve the cavity length [15]. It
is particularly useful for the signals for which one needs the
information on identification of the breakdown points, trends,
transient features, and discontinuities in higher derivatives [18].
WT is a useful tool for analysis of transients and nonstationary signals. It resolves the original wave into shifted and scaled
version of the mother wavelet, which is a small wave having
its energy concentrated in time. The CWT of a signal may be
represented as [19]
CWT ψ
x (τ, s)

1
=
|s|



x(t)ψ ∗

(t − τ )
dt
s

(6)

where τ and s are translation and scale, respectively, ψ(t) is the
mother wavelet function, and ∗ indicates complex conjugation.
Variation of scale parameters produces dilated or compressed
versions, whereas variation in translation parameters produces
shifted versions of mother wavelet. Several mother wavelets are
being used for CWT analysis, viz., Daubechies, Haar, Morlet,
Symlet, etc., which are again divided into subtypes. However,
the proposed scheme here is general in nature and is not limited
to any particular mother wavelet.
In earlier work [20]–[22], the advantages of WT over FT,
WT-based denoising, as well as different approaches to thresholding have been discussed. In the present denoising work, the
WT parameters that have been varied to get best results are the
following: 1) threshold type, which can be soft or hard; and
2) threshold selection rules, such as the one using the principle
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Fig. 5. Time-frequency representation (CWT coefficients using Morlet) of the sensor response to 1.27-kHz excitation resulting a vibration amplitude of
11.7 µm ≡ 30 fringes.

Fig. 6. (a) Real-time signal of the sensor to 1.32-kHz excitation that has
multiple fringes along with subfringes (15.10 fringes), resulting in a vibration
amplitude of 5.89 µm. (b) Determination of point of reflection.

Fig. 7. (a) Real-time signal of the sensor to 1-kHz excitation that has multiple
fringes along with subfringes (6.57 fringes), resulting in a vibration amplitude
of 2.56 µm. (b) Determination of point of reflection.

of Stein’s unbiased risk [23] (rigrsure), the heuristic version
of the first option (heursure), the universal threshold sqrt(2 ∗
log(·)) (sqtwolog), and the minimax thresholding (minimaxi).
Multiplicative threshold rescaling has also been employed with
the following option: 1) no scaling (one); 2) rescaling using a
single estimation of level noise based on first-level coefficients
(sln); and 3) rescaling using level-dependent estimation of level
noise (mln).
Among the aforementioned parameters, selection of the
mother wavelet and the selection of the number of levels are
found to have the most significant effect on the WT-based
denoising scheme. However, it may be stated here that an
unambiguous method for the selection of the best suited mother
wavelet has yet to be developed. Consequently, the selection
of CWT parameters in this paper is based on the guidelines
available from published literature.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY AND R ESULTS
The experimental data have been obtained from the optical
fiber sensor reported earlier [11], [12]. A piezoelectrical ceramic transducer (PZT) and a programmable function generator
have been used to make the vibration of the reflective surface
at a constant excitation during the experiment. A laser source
of wavelength 780 nm has been used in the system. Sensor
responses (real-time signal of the sensor) are captured for
different excitations and are analyzed in this paper.
A. WT-Based Analysis of Optical Signal for Single
Frequency Sinusoidal Exciting Vibration
A noisy optical signal with multiple fringes along with
subfringes has been shown in Fig. 3(a). The presence of
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significant amount of noise is clearly shown in Fig. 3(a), and
it is thus denoised through the wavelet-based denoising tool.
The denoised responses are shown in Fig. 3(b). In the denoising
scheme of the Matlab wavelet toolbox, open- and closed-loop
approaches [15] are applied. Selection of the threshold rule
utilized for denoising is “rigrsure,” the threshold type is “soft,”
the name of the wavelet is “Bior6.8,” the level is “five,” and
multiplicative threshold rescaling is “one.”
For signals having multiple fringes with different frequency
components at different time intervals, it is often difficult to
trace the direction of the vibration. In such cases, multiresolution analysis using WT can be employed by which the
frequency components may be traced out. One such measured
data that has integer-multiple fringes (30 fringes) is presented
in Fig. 4(a). The trace shown in Fig. 4(a) is relatively simple
and repetitive because of the single frequency (1.18 kHz) displacement signal, making it easy to determine the turning points
by visual examination. Real-time signals containing many frequency components would be much more difficult to interpret.
Hence, the CWT of the signal is taken using an appropriate
mother wavelet, e.g., Morlet wavelet. Time-frequency representation of the signal of Fig. 4(a) by determination of point
of reflection is shown in Fig. 5. The scale of maximum WT
coefficient is determined at each time instant and the inverse of
this scale in the dominant frequency at each time instant. The
plot of dominant frequency versus time is shown in Fig. 4(b).
From the plot of dominant frequency versus time, it may be
seen that it is repetitive in nature with consecutive maximum
and minimum. The point of lowest dominant frequency corresponds to the point of reflection of optical signal, which is
also corroborated from the plot of optical signal against time
of Fig. 4. The values of lowest dominant frequency and the
corresponding time of occurrences can be found from the plot.
Fig. 6(a) shows the EFPI response to 1.32-kHz excitation
that has multiple fringes along with subfringes (15.10 fringes)
corresponding to a 5.89-µm vibration amplitude, and the corresponding plot of dominant frequency versus time is shown
in Fig. 6(b). Similarly, Fig. 7(a) shows the EFPI response to
1.3-kHz excitation that has multiple fringes along with subfringes (6.57 fringes) corresponding to a 2.56-µm vibration
amplitude, and the corresponding plot of dominant frequency
versus time is shown in Fig. 7(b). Both Figs. 6(b) and 7(b) show
that subfringes result in a kink at the minima of the dominant
frequency-versus-time plot. In other words, kinks at the minima
of dominant frequency-versus-time plots are signatures of the
subfringes of EFPI signals. It becomes eminently clear when
Figs. 6(b) and 7(b) are compared with Fig. 4(b). For signals
having subfringes, the average of the two minima on the two
sides of the kink is taken as the point of reflection. In addition
to the counting of the number of complete fringes (integer
fringes) between two successive points of reflection, the peakto-peak magnitude of the subfringe at the point of reflection is
calculated, and its ratio with respect to the full peak-to-peak
magnitudes of a complete fringe is determined, which gives
excellent resolution in the identification of subfringes. The algorithm of such complete fringe counting along with subfringe
counting is shown in Fig. 8, which is based on Matlab–Simulink
coding [15]. The numbers of fringes as counted by the devel-
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Fig. 8.

Algorithm for counting of complete fringes and subfringes.

oped algorithm are 15.10 and 6.57 for the signals shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), respectively.
B. WT-Based Analysis of Optical Signal for Superimposed
Multiple Frequency Sinusoidal Exciting Vibration
Three sensor’s responses (real-time signal of the sensor)
are illustrated in Fig. 9(a)–(c), respectively, for three different
excitations [11], [12]. Fig. 9(a) shows an optical output with
34 fringes at 1.18-kHz excitation, which is equivalent to the
vibration amplitude of 13.23 µm. Fig. 9(b) shows an output
with 22 fringes at 1.275-kHz excitation corresponding to a
vibration amplitude of 8.58 µm. Fig. 9(c) shows an output with
nine fringes at 1.62-kHz excitation equivalent to the vibration
amplitude of 3.51 µm. Fig. 9(d) shows the superimposed nonsinusoidal vibration due to the aforementioned three sinusoidal
excitations. Generation of such nonsinusoidal vibration signal
is quite realistic in nature, as any real-life continuous nonsinusoidal signal can be resolved into many sinusoidal components.
In this paper, nonsinusoidal vibration signals are created using
known sinusoidal vibration signals, such that the accuracy of
the developed methodology can be ascertained.
Wavelet analysis of such a nonsinusoidal vibration signal has
been carried out using the Matlab wavelet toolbox [19]–[24].
At the beginning of the analysis, the CWT of the nonsinusoidal
signal is performed, and the coefficients and frequencies at
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Fig. 9. Determination of the turning points from a nonsinusoidal signal having three superimposed frequencies and, thereby, identification of the number of
constituent signals. (a) Real-time signal of the sensor at 1.18-kHz excitation with 34 fringes, (b) real-time signal of the sensor to 1.27-kHz excitation with 22
fringes, (c) real-time signal of the sensor to 1.62-kHz excitation with nine fringes, (d) nonsinusoidal signal due to superposition of three signals with three
frequencies and amplitudes, and (e) minimum frequency curve obtained from CWT results from which the constituent signals could be traced out. Ta , Tb , and Tc
are the time periods of signals (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
TABLE I
TIME OF OCCURRENCES OF TURNING POINTS AS OBTAINED FROM LOW-FREQUENCY PEAKS OF MINIMUM FREQUENCY
CURVE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTITUENT SIGNALS HAVING 34, 22, AND NINE FRINGES

each time instant are stored. At each time instant, the lowest
dominant frequency is identified, which is the minimum frequency for which there exists a positive peak coefficient. Such
lowest dominant frequencies are plotted against time to give
a curve named “minimum frequency curve.” Fig. 9(e) shows
the minimum frequency curve from which the turning points
of the frequencies can be traced out. At the turning point of
each constituent signal, the frequency is minimum. Hence, in
the minimum frequency curve, a trough is expected at all the
turning points of the constituent signals. The time instants of
the troughs of the minimum frequency curve are noted and
studied to check whether any repetitive series can be formed
out of the noted time instants. As the nonsinusoidal signal
comprises multiple sinusoidal signals of different frequencies,
it is expected that the number of repetitive time series having

distinctly different time periods would match with the number
of constituent signals.
The aforementioned aspect can be better explained with the
help of Table I. The values of significant low frequencies are
identified from the troughs on the minimum frequency curve,
and the corresponding times of occurrences are noted. The
first row of Table I shows that four distinct time instants are
present, which are nearly equidistant. The corresponding time
period Ta is marked in Fig. 9. The frequency calculated from
the average time period of this series closely matches with
the actual frequency of one constituent signal, i.e., 1.18 kHz
corresponding to 34 fringes. Similarly, the second and third
rows also show that there are two other distinctly separate
repetitive series of time instants having two nearly equal time
periods. The frequency calculated from the average time period
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Fig. 10. Algorithm to identify constituent signals of different frequencies out of a nonsinusoidal signal of the sensor response based on WT analysis.

of row 2 matches the actual frequency of another constituent
signal, i.e., 1.275 kHz corresponding to 22 fringes, and the
frequency calculated from row 3 matches well with the actual
frequency of the third constituent signal, i.e., 1.62 kHz that
corresponds to nine fringes. The time periods of the second
and third data rows Tb and Tc , respectively, are also marked
in Fig. 9. In this way, it is seen that all the constituent signals
having different frequencies can be clearly identified by the
method proposed. Fig. 10 presents the algorithm based on the
WT of the sensor response for identification of the constituent
signals of different frequencies out of a nonsinusoidal sensor
response.
Another result similar to the one presented in Fig. 9 is shown
in Fig. 11. In this case, the nonsinusoidal multifrequency signal
is obtained by the superposition of three signals that have
34, 22, and seven fringes, respectively. The minimum frequency
curve shown in Fig. 11(e) is obtained following the same
procedure described earlier for Fig. 9. It again clearly shows
the turning points of the frequencies, as distinctly different
repetitive time series are formed by equidistant significant

troughs of the curve. Table II presents the time instants of the
repetitive turning points of the constituent signals, as obtained
from the significant troughs of the minimum frequency curve of
Fig. 11(e). The number of such repetitive time series is found to
be equal to the number of constituent signals having different
frequencies, and the corresponding time periods are marked in
Fig. 11(e). The calculated frequencies from the average time
periods of each such time series match very well with the actual
frequency of constituent signals, as mentioned in Table II.
V. C ONCLUSION
The optical interference signals of an EFPI sensor have
been analyzed to study vibration measurement performance.
Elimination of noise from optical signals and counting of
fringes, particularly for signals having subfringes, are well
demonstrated using WT-based tool. A method based on WT is
also processed for identification of constituent signals having
different frequencies out of a nonsinusoidal optical sensor
response.
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Fig. 11. (a) Real-time signal of the sensor to 1.62-kHz excitation indicating seven fringes, (b) 1.27-kHz excitation indicating 22 fringes, (c) 1.18-kHz excitation
indicating 34 fringes, (d) nonsinusoidal signal due to superposition of three signals having three frequencies and amplitudes, and (e) minimum frequency curve
obtained from CWT from which the constituent signals could be traced out. Ta , Tb , and Tc are the time periods of signals (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
TABLE II
TIME OF OCCURRENCES OF TURNING POINTS AS OBTAINED FROM LOW-FREQUENCY PEAKS OF MINIMUM FREQUENCY
CURVE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTITUENT SIGNALS HAVING 34, 22, AND SEVEN FRINGES

The method has been tested successfully for nonsinusoidal
sensor responses comprising three different frequency signals.
Multiple frequency components have been separated by their
repetitive time series having distinctly different time periods
that match with the frequency of actual signals. Although the
developed methodology has been tested using nonsinusoidal
signals having three sinusoidal components, it is not limited
in capacity but is general in nature and can also be used for
a higher number of constituent signals.
However, it has been noted that the proposed method does
not perform well in the following cases. First, it will be very difficult to separate the turning points of two different constituent
signals if they are very close to each other. This is evident from
the data of the first column of Tables I and II, where it may
be seen that the first turning point of 34 and 22 fringe signals
are identified at the same time instant. However, Figs. 9 and
11 show that these two turning points are not same but are

very close to each other. Second, difficulty will also arise if
the frequency of one constituent signal is an integer multiple
or submultiple of another constituent signal. Further research is
continuing to find solutions to these problems.
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